Abstract. Most sentiment analysis of reviews focused on extracting overall evaluation for a single product which makes difficult for a customer to know all the features of product and make a decision. Thus, mining this data, identifying the user opinions about different features and classify them is an important task. This paper is devoted to identify opinion object from short comments of movies, and analyze sentiment of movies based on features-level. CRFs model based on word embedding feature is adopted by identifying opinion object. In addition, calculate rules based on syntax parsing are proposed to accomplish featureslevel sentiment analysis. Experimental results show the effectiveness of our approach.
Introduction
Opinion analysis, also called sentiment analysis, is a type of natural language processing for tracking the mood of the public about a particular product or topic. This has been a very active area of research in multiple domains, such as electronic commerce, public opinion monitoring, social recommendation and information prediction [1] .In text, sentiments can be captured at various levels of granularity: word/phrase level, sentence level and document level. Document-level sentiment classification is to determine the overall sentiment orientation of the document depends on classes which can be positive, negative or neutral. Sentence-level sentiment classification considers each sentence as independent unit and assumes that sentence should contain only one opinion [2] . Word/phrase level sentiment classification often is used to make a featured-based opinion summary of reviews or comments.
Sentence-level and document-level sentiment classification is adopted by sentiment analysis of microblogs usually, which distinguishes objective sentences that express factual information from subjective sentences and assumes that each document expresses opinions on a single entity [3] . But for reviews, we should discover what exactly people liked and did not like. Sentiment does not just occur at the whole document level, nor is it limited to a single object [4] . Therefore, this paper is devoted to features-level sentiment analysis of short comments. Firstly, the opinion objects of sentiment sentence are identified. Then syntax parsing based on sentiment dictionary is used to analyze author's attitude about the objects. The aim of sentiment analysis is to help people to know sentiment acceptance for the different features of a product, and get a comprehensive knowledge of a product, such as book, movie, song, and so on.
Opinion Objects Identification
Conditional Random Fields is one notable variant of a Markov random field. Conditional Random Fields are a type of discriminative undirected probabilistic graphical model. The nodes in the graph represent random variables; the edges between the nodes represent dependencies between random variables. Conditional random fields commonly used in the labeling or analysis of sequence data, such as Natural Language Processing, e.g. [5] .
An important characteristic of Conditional Random Fields model is that various features can be flexibly defined and additional independence assumptions or internal constraints do not need to be considered. On the other hand, it also shows that feature selection has a great influence on the final results. According to the research result, the combination of multiple features in comparison with a single feature generally shows a reasonable enhancement of any classification system [6] . Consequently, through manually reviewing the short comments corpus and their language specific characteristics, the feature sets for opinion objects are defined, as shown in the table 1. Experimental data is from Douban (a Chinese social website for comments sharing about books, songs and movies), including hundreds of thousands of short comments for 1500 films. Download this 264M corpus which for free from datatang(www.datatang.com). For word embedding features selection, the whole corpus is input of word2vec. In additional, the emotion words used in calculation of two word embedding is from sentiment thesaurus constructed by Dalian University of Technology, which is enriched by some network vocabulary and emoticons. For creating the results, we carried out four groups of experiments, respectively according to American film, Chinese film, Korea film and unclassified film. In Table 2 the comparison results for identifying the opinion objects of films are provided. 
Sentiment Analysis
This paper focuses on features-level sentiment analysis, which is based on the idea that an opinion consists of a sentiment (positive or negative) and a feature of movies. The Stanford Parser is used by to analyze the dependence between opinion object and emotion words in this paper. In order to reduce the influence of error dependencies made by syntactic parser on results, we define the distance between two words is 8. Then, we construct a 2-tuple <EW, FW> to compute the polarity of sentiment. EW denotes emotion word, FW denotes feature word, and S(w) denotes sentiment of the feature word. When S(w) is larger than 0, sentiment of the feature word is positive. On the contrary, sentiment of the feature word is negative. Followed that, based on the results of the syntactic analysis, we set a few rules to filter sentiment analysis tuples, which is described as follows. amount of feature word, columnar section denotes positive and negative respectively. From the shape of the curve, we can see which features are attractive. In addition, which features have more positive opinion is clear and unambiguous. And from the overall trend, the audiences give the movie a high rating.
Conclusions
Sentiment analysis is the process of extracting knowledge from the peoples' opinions. In this paper, we have studied the problem of analyzing author opinions expressed on the movies and their features. We designed three tasks: data preprocessing, opinion objects identification and features-level sentiment analysis. The latter two are the key research contents. We formulated the second task as a sequence tagging problem and solved it using a CRF. For optimizing the accuracy of model, we introduced word embedding features based on deep learning technology, which is one of the main contributions of this paper. Experimental results indicate that opinion object identification based on CRFs perform well. In addition to aspects of movies and audients' opinions, we also proposed a features-level sentiment analysis, which is a method based on syntax parsing and rules. By using this approach we can view the strength or weakness of the movie more detail, and the results generated by our method are helpful for user in decision making.
